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Specifying engineers need to be prepared. In only 18 months,
the new federal regulations from the Department of Energy
on pump efficiencies will officially go into effect. Those highrise buildings your mapping out right now? They’re going to
be affected by the rule. Manufacturers such as Taco Comfort
Solutions, AquaMotion, Bell & Gossett and Armstrong Fluid
Technology are ready to provide the latest in circulator pumps
technologies, including the critical ECM options. For a full
report on the latest in circulator pumps and the market as a
whole, turn to page 38. Cover photo courtesy of Taco Comfort
Solutions Graphic Designer Michaela Fournier.

Visit www.pmengineer.com — Download the Latest Digital Edition!
The digital age has arrived for pme magazine — so make the most of it. Visit www.pmengineer.com daily
and check out its “Industry News” box (at the top of the homepage) to stay informed of the latest industry
events and news. More importantly, read the current issue of pme in a digital format, also located on
the homepage. You can even download it to your PC. Just click on the Digital Edition promo box, then
Options in the right-hand corner and select Save To Your Desktop. Now more than ever, start your
day right — with a visit to the pme website.
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U.S. Department of Energy deadline
for pump efficiencies is fast approaching.
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Circulators role in savings
continues to expand

Taco Comfort Solutions Vice President of Governmental Affairs and Sustainability Mark Chaffee is imploring specifying engineers to start to
get ready for the new pump regulations coming in 2020. Chaffee believes the industry still isn’t prepared for the coming changes.

I

t’s time to get serious and prepare for the inevitable.
Taco Comfort Solutions Vice President of Governmental Affairs and Sustainability Mark Chaffee
highlights the industry’s continued preparation for
the 2020 deadline for the new pump-efficiency
standards set by the U.S. Department of Energy.
“People are focused on energy usage and pushing
high-efficiency technology. At Taco, we’ve spent a
lot of time, money and effort redesigning our pumps’
hydraulics to exceed the new DOE standards,”
he says. “But, by also matching up that improved
hydraulic efficiency with advances in both ECM
motors and enhanced self-sensing variable-speed
drives, we’ve been able to increase total operational
efficiency as well.
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“That’s really the heart of what the DOE regulation is driving – innovation across pumps, motors
and drives.”
Chaffee and other Taco specialists are crisscrossing the U.S. for meetings with specifying
engineers. Chaffee is concerned the understanding
of what the new rule will mean to the engineers
hasn’t fully taken hold.
“They know it’s coming, but 2020 seems so far
away, the DOE rule just hasn’t been on their radar
yet,” he explains. “It’s 18 months away and in pump
years, that’s a nanosecond, especially for those
big projects where it might be a year-and-a-half
between the completion of design submittals and
when the mechanical room is actually installed.
Those projects are likely to be affected.”

Photo courtesy of Bell & Gossett

Bell & Gossett Product Specialist Andrew Omer-Cooper notes that ECM circulators allow for “greater
system control and flexibility.”

Three important letters
Bell & Gossett Product Specialist Andrew
Omer-Cooper points to ECMs — electronically-commutated motors — as the critical part of
energy-efficient circulators.
“The enhanced technologies of the latest
ECM circulators assist specifying engineers
in their design of high-performing hydronic
systems by allowing greater system control and flexibility,” he says. “ECMs help
to reduce friction losses in the pump, offer
quicker startup in a system and enable variable-speed operation to respond to system
demands, all of which improve efficiency.”
Bell & Gossett will be introducing its ecocirc XL 3-phase smart ECM large wet-rotor
circulator featuring built-in intelligent controls and smart communication capabilities.
Omer-Cooper states the new unit will help
end users “maximize energy efficiency without compromising system performance.”
“It can reduce the number and types of
pumps required for typical building HVAC and
plumbing installations,” he says. “This benefits

a range of environments, including universities, office complexes, airport terminals, manufacturing facilities and similar buildings.”
AquaMotion President Hans Kuster agrees
ECMs are critical because they can protect
circulators from overheating, locked rotors
and improper voltage.
“The reason electronics are needed for
permanent magnet motors is to know which
way the motor will turn and to start the
motor,” he says. “The larger the circulator,
the larger the energy savings with ECMdriven pumps. ECM-driven pumps in commercial applications are the future. They are
the future because they save energy.”

continued on page 41

Money in the back pocket
Chaffee believes local utility companies,
specifically in the form of rebate-incentive
programs, will play a critical role in helping
to advance the use of high-efficiency pumps
across the commercial and residential markets.
“Last year, North American utilities collected
over $9 billion to spend on energy efficiency,”
he says. “A lot of it has gone toward lighting
over the years. But in 2020 there is a ‘lighting cliff’ where many types of LED lights will
become required or code. So these utilities
won’t be providing these incentives anymore.
“They are going to have to find other places to buy energy efficiency. This, on top of
what some states are doing in terms of their

Photo courtesy of AquaMotion.

Chaffee adds: “As we approach the Jan.
27, 2020 date, all of us in the pump world are
going to need to start talking a lot more about
what it means, what the changes are and how
engineers are going to be affected. They may
need to hear about this several times before
they achieve their ‘a-ha’ moment.”

own policies regarding green energy production, zero-net energy buildings and clean fuel
… that’s going to come together to drive a lot
of incentives toward high-efficient mechanical products and systems instead of lighting.”
A lot of engineers are going to be able to
take advantage of specifying higher-efficiency
systems for their customers at a cost-effective
rate. But, they’re going to need the knowledge
about their local utility-incentive programs
and which pumps qualify to be able to do it.
There’s currently an education gap, but the
pump manufacturers and utilities are working
hard to close it, especially as more and more
utilities introduce pump-incentive programs.
Taco’s Oe pump product lines feature an
ECM motor which provides a quieter and
smoother operation and exceeds the DOE regulations. The Oe line provides energy savings
with its permanent-magnet motors operating
with two magnetic fields. One is in the rotor
and the other is in the stator. The Oe’s control
board continuously monitors the load on the
motor and adjusts power consumption accordingly. This makes the motor very efficient at
partial-load conditions, the company notes.
“Now that Taco ECM technology goes up
to 30 horsepower, it’s taking those efficiency
gains and spreading it across a broader product range,” Chaffee says. “It’s bringing those
energy-saving benefits to a much bigger audience. Then by adding on self-sensing drives,
you have a fully-integrated intelligent product.”

AquaMotion President Hans Kuster believes
ECM-driven pumps “are the future because they
save energy.”
pmengineer.com
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Must-See Products

Fixed-orifice static-balancing valves
with various connection types

Viega ProRadiant heating and cooling systems

RWV static-balancing valves are manufactured with a fixed-orifice
venturi insert, allowing for the desired flow rate to be set with an
accuracy that is not attainable with a variable orifice. The valves
now come with more choices in connection types: FNPT, MNPT,
solder and press, in addition to the capability of reaching as low
as 0.12 gpm and the great feature of integral memory stop. Utility software and a smartphone app are available for downloading.
Red-White Valve. www.redwhitevalvecorp.com

Viega’s ProRadiant systems provide multiple solutions for surface
temperature control from one source with design support for both
residential and commercial projects. Viega provides a versatile
lineup of radiant systems to meet every need. From a bathroom
retrofit to massive warehouse tempering, ProRadiant solutions
offer superior performance. Viega’s innovative heating and cooling
technology is more energy efficient and comfortable than forced-air
systems and provides a great alternative for the future of environmental leadership. Viega. Connected in quality. www.viega.us

Circulators role in savings continues to expand
continued from page 41
“Circulators with more programming enable
real-time communication between the building
and its administrator,” he says. “The circulator
can provide timely updates so facility managers can remotely monitor what the pump is
doing any minute of the day or night. The
advanced analytics generated by integrated

industry’s manufacturers along with cuttingedge technology companies from outside the
industry are moving quickly to use all this
data to improve building efficiency, resiliency
and system control.
“It’s exciting that we’re seeing a confluence of technology being integrated into

“The best part of it is the transparency,”

Photo courtesy of Bell & Gossett.

Chaffee says of the HI’s rating program.

Bell & Gossett’s Omer-Cooper believes circulators have a major role in making building systems
smarter and achieve sustainability goals.

drives with sensorless technology also incorporate algorithms that enable the circulator to
monitor its power requirements and automatically adjust to meet system demands.”
Kuster adds: “You can extract so much information and create outputs and control (applications).”
Chaffee is eager to see what the next wave
of technology integration will bring to the
industry. The pump market is just starting to
see the influence of big data, the Internet of
Things and artificial intelligence, he notes.
All may seem like buzz words today but the

pump products and HVAC systems that will
provide better controls and operation going
forward,” he says. “The products are getting smarter across the entire industry, not
just pumps. When you combine these parts
together into a system, we’re looking at the
next phase of the Internet of Things and what
you can do through integration and machine
learning. I’m really excited to see how we all
come together to push the envelope using the
information and data created by our intelligent products to improve our world.”
pmengineer.com
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